FIRST EMPLOYMENT SURVEY 2021
GRADUATES OF THE INGÉNIEUR POLYTECHNICIEN 2019 PROGRAM
PROFESSIONAL INTEGRATION

80% employed before graduation

100% employed 6 months after graduation

94% are very or quite satisfied with their employment
WHERE DO OUR GRADUATES WORK?

- **47%** ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
- **33%** RESEARCH AND INNOVATION (PHD STUDIES) *
- **13%** IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
- **3%** IN START UP CREATION
- **4%** OTHER **

*Including 3% in the Public Sector. **1% in volunteering and 3% in special circumstances.
GRADUATES IN COMPANIES

28% of graduates are employed at a company where they completed an internship or a gap year

85% are employed with permanent contracts

23% work in a company with less than 50 employees

39% work in a company with more than 5,000 employees

MAIN SECTORS

66% in Industry

19% in Banking and Insurance

9% Consulting

€73,000

Average gross annual salary, including bonuses, all countries combined
The UK and the USA are the top two destinations for young graduates working abroad. Brazil is the second main destination for international graduates after the United Kingdom.
DOCTORAL STUDENTS

33% of graduates complete a PhD

28% complete their PhD abroad

€32,008 Average gross annual salary, bonuses included

29% in Physics

18% in Computer Science

12% in Applied Mathematics
ENTREPRENEURS

100% founded their own company successfully

82% became entrepreneurs latest during the year of their graduation

25% rely in a business incubator

80% launched their business in France

€35,000 Average gross annual income

20% launched their business abroad
METHODOLOGY

Survey carried out on 487 X2014 students (2019 graduates) including 398 French and 89 international students.

Response rate: 83% of French students and 51% of international students.